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Abstract: The formation of desiccation cracks in unsaturated soils as a discontinuity phenomenon
can compromise the integrity of civil infrastructure on unsaturated soils. Because of the singularity at
such discontinuities, the mathematical modeling of desiccation cracking is challenging. In this study,
we apply a coupled nonlocal peridynamic poroelastic framework to model desiccation cracking in
unsaturated soils. The soil skeleton is modeled by a nonlocal peridynamic elastic solid. A peridynamic
equivalence of the generalized Darcy’s law is utilized to model unsaturated fluid flow. Cracking is
determined by a critical stretch criterion between material points as well as an energy criterion.
We present numerical simulations of desiccation cracking in soil bars and thin soil discs for
one-dimensional cracking and two-dimensional cracking networks, respectively. The numerical
results have demonstrated that the proposed nonlocal mathematical framework is a promising and
robust method for modeling desiccation cracking in unsaturated soils.
Keywords: desiccation cracking; peridynamics; poroelasticity; non-local; unsaturated soils

1. Introduction
Unsaturated soils are three-phase porous media, namely, the solid skeleton, pore water and pore
air. Matric suction is the difference between pore air pressure and pore water pressure. Variations of
matrix suction can change the effective stress state of unsaturated soils [1,2] and thus have a drastic
effect on the mechanical behavior of unsaturated soils [3–5] as observed in the phenomenon of
desiccation cracking [6,7]. Desiccation cracking is a phenomenon in which surface cracks develop in
clayey soils as they shrink when dried [8,9]. The behavior of clay or clayey minerals with varying
matric suction is reponsible for such swell/shrink behavior. Desiccation cracks can create natural
faults in a soil mass that compromise the integrity of civil infrastructure like roads and pavements [10].
Desiccation cracks can cause an increase in the compressibility of soils and thus considerably affect soil
slope stability [11,12]. Studies have shown that the hydraulic conductivity of clayey soils is impacted
by desiccation and subsequent cracking [13,14]. Experimental studies indicate that the hydraulic
conductivity of desiccated clay liner could be increased by order of two or three because the cracks
can act as a preferential pathway for water flow and contaminant transport [15]. Deep cracks in
periods of drought can allow liquid infiltration into deeper layers when the drought ends and thus
compromise the stability of foundations. Given the significance of desiccation cracking in the integrity
of civil infrastructure, it is of vital importance to formulate a robust mathematical framework for
modeling the inception and propagation of desiccation cracks in soils. This endeavor has been hindered
by the fact that unsaturated soil is a complex, multi-phase mixture whose physical attributes vary
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drastically with varying mositure and soil particle size [16–18]. It has been well recognized that
geomaterials are prone to discontinuous material response such as shear bands or cracks that can be
triggered by spatial heterogeneities in density [19,20] and matric suction [21] as well as changes in
temperature [22]. As water escapes the pore space through evaporation, very high negative pore water
pressure (suction) can develop through the formation of water menisci between soil grains [23,24].
The soil stiffness such as bulk and shear moduli as well as the fracture toughness are functions of
matric suction in soils. The adhesion at the interfaces between soil grains and pore water also changes
with moisture content. These factors have contributed to the lack of any rigorous analytic solution
for desiccation cracking. Therefore, most research work on the subject of desiccation cracking is
experimental or numerical analyses. Next, we present a comprehensive review of the experimental and
numerical analyses of desiccation cracking as well as introduce the nonlocal methodology proposed in
this article for modeling desiccation cracking.
Kleppe and Olson [25] conducted laboratory testings of plate-shaped specimens of various
compacted clay and sand mixtures to understand their suitability as impermeable liners. Their results
showed that compacted clays tend to crack on drying and the shrinkage strain linearly depends on
the initial water content. While increasing the sand content of the mixture made it more resistant to
crack, it could significantly increase the hydraulic conductivity of the mixture before pre-cracking.
Konrad and Ayad [26] conducted a field study in which an excavation with three different levels was
exposed to continuous evaporation for 35 days to observe and document the formation of shrinkage
cracks in an intact and weathered sensitive marine clay. Miller et al. [6] performed a laboratory study
on clayey soils from Detroit, Michigan. In their tests, soil samples were subjected to a testing cycle
consisting of three distinct stages, compaction-drying, dry-wetting and wet-drying. Their experimental
results showed that crack propagation was most intense for a short duration of the wet-drying stage in
which only small changes in matrix suction were observed. Considerable changes of suction occurred
later in the drying but had little effect on crack propagation. These results were then corroborated
by the laboratory testing results by Yesiller et al. [27] and Peron et al. [28] as well as the field testing
by Li and Zhang [7]. Tang et al. [29] conducted laboratory desiccation tests on initially saturated
thin clay layers. Their experimental results showed that the volume shrinkage was only derived
from vertical subsidence before crack initiation. After crack initiation, the vertical subsidence rate
slowed down while the lateral shrinkage strain increased quickly. Most of the cracks and volume
shrinkage occurred while the specimen was still saturated. The initial growth direction of new cracks
was generally perpendicular to the existing cracks. Moreover, when a crack approached an existing
crack, it changed direction to meet the existing cracks perpendicularly. Lu and Kaya [30] proposed
a drying cake method for measurement of the suction-stress characteristic curve, soil water retention
and hydraulic conductivity under drying conditions. This methodology is faster and simpler than
existing methodologies. This drying cake method employed a particle image velocimetry technique to
determine the radial displacement, while the moisture content of the specimen was recorded using
an electronic balance.
While experimental testing can provide intuitive and phenomenological observations of
desiccation cracking, the accurate measurement of parameters can be challenging and the intrinsic
mechanism cannot be readily explored by an experimental test. Both theoretical analysis and numerical
methods such as the finite element method and the discrete element method have been utilized to
study desiccation cracking in soils. Konrad and Ayad [31] developed a simple framework based
on the theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics to model the formation of desiccation crack in
clayey soils. In this framework, cracks occur when the horizontal stress component is identical to
the tensile stress in soils. Ayad et al. [32] validated this model by comparing the predicted and
observed results of a field-scale desiccation problem. Asahina et al. [33] developed a hybrid numerical
model that combines the finite volume method for multiphase subsurface flow with a rigid body
spring network formulation for a lattice-based representation of elasticity and fracture. This model
for desiccation cracking was validated against the experimental data of mining waste cracking by
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Rodriguez et al. [34]. While this model can capture numerical data like the degree of saturation and
time of crack initiation, the numerical results showed a distinct over-prediction of crack width as
well as a significant discrepancy between the predicted and tested crack patterns for soil samples
with a larger thickness. Sanchez et al. [35] presented a numerical technique in which high aspect
ratio elements are inserted into a standard finite element mesh to track the relative displacement
jump between elements after crack initiation during desiccation cracking. This method can reproduce
some aspects of the crack patterns, cell sizes and the dependence of these features on the thickness of
the specimen for two-dimensional cases (i.e., a thin-layer specimen). Dong Vo et al. [36] developed
a fully coupled, elastic-damage numerical model of desiccation cracking in clayey soils using the
cohesive fracture enhancement for the finite element method. Their numerical results demonstrated
that desiccation cracks could initiate from the base of the soil specimen and propagate upwards,
as observed by Gui et al. [37].
The discrete element method [38] has also been applied to modeling desiccation cracking
in soils. Peron et al. [39] presented a discrete element approach for modeling desiccation cracking.
Amarasiri et al. [40] developed a discrete element model for modeling desiccation cracking in which the
material properties such as stiffness and tensile strength of soil are expressed as approximate functions
of moisture content. This model can capture some essential physical aspects of crack evolution in soil
samples contained in molds with varying lengths and heights. Amarasiri and Kodikara [41] utilized
the cohesive crack method to overcome limitations of numerical models based on linear elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM). The advantage of the cohesive crack method is that it can be applied in situations
where no preexisting crack exists. However, the potential crack paths need to be predefined.
Sima et al. [42] presented a three-dimensional discrete element approach to predict the initiation
and propagation of desiccation cracks in a thin clay layer. In this model, the soil was represented by
an assemblage of aggregates linked by mechanical bonds between aggregates. This model was able
to qualitatively capture the primary mechanism of desiccation cracking in a thin clay layer due to
stress concentration but failed to capture the hierarchical progression of cracking. Gui and Zhao [43]
extended the distinct lattice spring model to simulate desiccation cracking by introducing a two-phase
bond model that contains spring and water bonds. The water bond was used to represent the role
of the suction during desiccation, whereas the spring bond represents the mechanical interaction
between soil particles. Hirobe and Oguni [44] performed a coupled analysis of desiccation cracking by
using the finite element method for desiccation (described by the diffusion equation) and the particle
discretization scheme finite element method (PDS-FEM) for deformation and cracking. PDS-FEM
uses a pair of conjugate geometries (Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations) to describe the displacement
and strain fields. In this method, cracking is modeled as a loss of interaction between Voronoi blocks
and cracks can only propagate along the boundaries between Voronoi cells. Gui et al. [37] proposed
a hybrid continuum-discrete element method in which desiccation cracking is simulated by a mix-mode
cohesive fracture model. Gui et al. [45] applied this method to simulate the field experimental testing
reported by Konrad and Ayad [26]. Their numerical results can only reproduce the general trend of
settlement observed in the experimental testing.
The formation of desiccation cracks in unsaturated soils is a discontinuity phenomenon.
Because of the singularity at such discontinuities [46–49], the mathematical modeling of desiccation
cracking is challenging. In this article, we formulate nonlocal poroelastic model for modeling
desiccation cracking in unsaturated soils through the state-based peridynamics [50,51]. Peridynamics
is a nonlocal mathemathical theory of solid mechanics that attempts to unite the mathematical
modeling of continuous media, cracks and particles within a single framework [52]. Peridynamics
has been applied to modeling fracture in a broad spectrum of materials including metals,
fiber-reinforced composites and geomaterials. In peridynamics the governing equations are integral or
integro-differential equations. Thus, peridynamics is capable of handling strong discontinuities such as
cracks [53]. Ouchi et al. [54] developed poroelastic peridydnamic model to study hydraulic fracturing
in reservoir engineering. They utilized a cumulative damage concept to track the broken mechanical
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bonds for each material point. Oterkus et al. [55] formulated a fully coupled poroelastic framework
for fluid flow in fracturing porous media using bond-based peridynamics in which Poisson’s ratio is
limited to one quarter. Jabakhanji and Mohtar [56] presented a bond-based peridynamic model
for unsaturated fluid flow in soils. Jabakhanji [57] proposed a coupled poroelastic model for
modeling cracks in unsaturated soils through bond-based peridynamics. Peridynamics has been
also applied to modeling shear band or strain localization in variably saturated geomaterials [3,21] as
a discontinuity problem. Song and Khalili [58] formulated and implemented a nonlocal elastoplastic
constitutive model for unsaturated soils through the principle of constitutive correspondence of
in the state-based peridynamics. As demonstrated by their numerical results, the thickness of
the shear band could be characterized naturally by the inherent length scale in the formulation.
Song and Menon [59,60] developed a perdynamic model for modeling shear band in unsaturated
soils triggered by the coupled chemo-hydro-mechanical processes. Recently, the authors have
formulated and implemented a fully coupled nonlocal hydromechanical framework for modeling
strain localization in unsaturated soils through state-based hydromechanical peridynamics [61]. In this
article, we apply this state-based peridynamic hydromechanical framework to model desiccation
cracking in unsaturated soils and gain insights into the mechanisms of desiccation cracking through
numerical modeling. In this framework, the soil skeleton is modeled by a nonlocal peridynamic elastic
solid. Unsaturated fluid flow is modeled through a peridynamic equivalence of the generalized Darcy’s
law. Cracks are determined by a critical stretch criterion between material points as well as an energy
criterion. We present numerical simulations of desiccation cracking in soil bars and thin soil discs for
one-dimensional cracking and two-dimensional cracking networks, respectively. The numerical results
have demonstrated that the proposed nonlocal mathematical framework is a promising and robust
method for modeling desiccation cracking in unsaturated soils. The proposed numerical model will be
further validated by the modeling of real case studies in future research.
The remaining of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the mathematical
formulation of the peridynamic poroelastic model and the constitutive models for the solid skeleton
and fluid flow, as well as the damage model. Section 3 presents the numerical examples of desiccation
cracking in a one-dimensional bar soil sample and a two-dimensional disk soil sample, respectively,
as well as the discussion of the numerical results. Section 4 summarizes the conclusions of this article.
For sign convention, the compression stress is negative and pore water pressure is positive with
a negative sign denoting negative pore water pressure for soils under unsaturated condition.
2. Mathematical Framework
The proposed mathematical framework for modeling unsaturated soils is an integration of the
mixture theory for porous media and peridynamics for solids. In the mixture theory unsaturated soils
are assumed as a three-phase mixture which consists of a solid skeleton, pore water and pore air.
Peridynamics is a nonlocal reformulation of classical continuum mechanics through integral
or integro-differential (in temporal domain) equations instead of partial differential equations.
The state-based peridynamics can model continuum media, discrete particles as well as evolving
cracks in the same mathematical framework. Peridynamics assumes that a solid body comprises
discrete particles or material points. Each material point in a body interacts with other material
points within a finite distance of itself. This finite distance is an internal length scale and is termed as
‘horizon’ δ. The mechanical interaction between any material points is named as a mechanical bond.
In the proposed mathematical model, the soil skeleton is characterized by a nonlocal peridynamic
elastic solid. Unsaturated fluid flow is modeled through a peridynamic equivalence of the generalized
Darcy’s law. Cracks are simulated by a critical stretch criterion between solid material points as well as
an energy criterion.
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2.1. State-Based Peridynamic Poroelasticity
In the state-based peridynamic poroelasticity theory, unsaturated soils are assumed as
a combination of solid material points and fluid material points. Assuming a passive atmospheric
pressure, the air phase is not considered in the peridynamic poroelastic model. Therefore, the fluid
material points are water material points. The interaction between two solid material points is called
mechanical bond. Similarly, the interaction between two fluid material points is called hydraulic bond.
The interaction between a solid material point and a fluid material point at a specific spatial location
is described by the effective force state introduced below. The mechanical or physical response of
a material point collectively depends on the deformation or physical properties (e.g., pressure head) of
all material points within its horizon. For instance, the state-based peridynamics utilizes mathematical
objects such as deformation state and force state to describe the constitutive behavior of solids.
A deformation state is defined as a function that maps any mechanical bond onto its image under
the deformation. The deformation state at any material point depends collectively on the deformation
of all the bonds connected to the point. A force state contains the forces within bonds of all lengths
and orientations in a material point’s horizon. Figure 1 sketches the kinematics of the material point x
and its neighboring material points in the framework of the state-based peridynamic poroelasticity.
As shown in Figure 1, the Lagrangian coordinate system is adopted for the solid phase. The Eulerian
coordinate system with respect to the initial configuration of the solid phase is utilized to describe the
fluid flow in the pore space. Therefore, it is worth noting that the fluid material point overlapped on
each solid material point in the current configuration of the solid-fluid mixture is different from the
one overlapped on the same solid material point in the initial configuration of the mixture.

Figure 1. Kinematics of peridynamic poroelastic framework of a material point x and its
neighboring material points: (left) the initial configuration and (right) the current configuration
of the solid-fluid mixture. The red dots represent solid material points and the blue circles represent
water material points.

In the state-based peridynamic framework, the balance equation of linear momentum for
poroelastic solids under quasi-static condition at material point x in the current configuration is
expressed as
Z

T[ x ]hξ i − T[ x 0 ]h−ξ i dVx0 + (φs ρs + φ f ρ f )g = 0,
(1)
Hx

T[x0 ]hξ i

where T[x]hξ i and
are the total force vector states for the material points x acting on the
0
mechanical bond ξ = x − x and the material point x0 acting on the mechanical bond −ξ, respectively,
φs is the volume fraction of the solid phase, φ f is the volume fraction of the fluid phase, ρs is the
density of the solid phase, ρ f is the density of the fluid phase and g is the gravity acceleration constant.
The force state T[x]hξ i at the material point x can be expressed through the peridynamic constitutive
model as
T = T̂ (Y, Λ),
(2)
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where T̂ is the constitutive material model which builds a relationship between the deformation state
Y and the force state. The variable Λ represents any other internal state variables that contribute to the
total force state such as fluid pressure.
The state-based peridynamic formulation of the mass balance equation of poroelastic solids at the
material point x in the current configuration is written as
∂
(ρ φ ) =
∂t f f

Z
Hx


Q[ x]hξ i − Q[ x0 ]h−ξ i dVx0 + R[ x] − I [ x],

(3)

where Q[ x] and Q[ x0 ] are the mass flux scalar states at the material points x and x0 , respectively
and R[ x] and I [ x] are mass source and sink terms for the fluid phase at material point x, respectively.
The mass flux scalar state is determined by a peridynamic approximation of the generalized Darcy’s
law for unsaturated fluid flow in unsaturated that will be introduced below.
2.2. Constitutive Models
To complete the peridynamic poroelastic framework, we define two constitutive models in
this part. The first constitutive model describes the relationship between the total force state and
the deformation state at a material point. The second constitutive model describes the relationship
between the fluid flux scalar state and the fluid potential scalar state. The reference position vector
state X denoted as a bond vector ξ is defined as
X hξ i = ξ = x − x0 ,

(4)

where x and x0 are the reference position vectors of the material point x and its neighbor material point
x 0 , respectively. The deformation vector state Y is defined as
Y = y ( x 0 ) − y ( x ),

(5)

where y( x0 ) and y( x) are the position vectors of the solid material points at x0 and x in the deformed
configuration, respectively. The deformation state is a fundamental kinematic quantity in peridynamics
that is analogous to the deformation gradient F in classical continuum mechanics.
For the special case of an ordinary state-based peridynamic material model the total force state at
the material point x associated with a bond ξ is expressed as

T[x]hξ i = t[x]hξ i

Y
kY k


,

(6)

where the term t is the scalar force state that represents the magnitude of the force density in the
mechanical bond ξ, kk is the norm operator and the unit vector term maps this scalar force state onto
the deformed mechanical bond between material points x and x0 . The scalar force state is determined
through the constitutive model. For this study, we extend a peridynamic poroelastic constitutive
model for saturated geomaterials [54,62] by incorporating the effective stress principle for unsaturated
soils [2]. For unsaturated soils, negative fluid pressure (i.e., suction assuming passive atmospheric
pressure) scaled by the degree of saturation of water Sr is taken into account in the constitutive model
by integrating it into the isotropic part of the scalar force state as follows.
t[ x ]hξ i = −

3Kθ
15G d
3pw
ωx +
ωe − Sr
ωx,
m
m
m

(7)

where θ is the dilatation state (i.e., the volume change state)
θ=

3
m

Z
Hx

ω hξ i x hξ iehξ i dVx0 ,

(8)
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x is the reference scalar state defined as
x = k X hξ ik,

(9)

e is the stretch state defined as
ehξ i = y − x,

y = kY hξ ik,

(10)

ω hξ i is the influence function [51], m is the weighted volume,
m=

Z
Hx

ω hξ i x hξ i x hξ i dVx0 ,

(11)

ed is the deviator component of the stretch scalar state as
ed hξ i = ehξ i −

θx hξ i
,
3

(12)

and K and G are the bulk and shear moduli, respectively. The degree of saturation Sr can be
determined by soil water characteristic curve. Here we adopt the soil water characteristic curve
by van Genuchten [63] as follows.

 n −m
s
S r = S1 + ( S2 − S1 ) 1 +
,
sa

(13)

where S1 and S2 are the minimum and maximum degrees of saturation, respectively, s is the matric
suction, s a is the air-entry value of the suction and n is a fitting parameter and m = (n − 1)/n. For the
numerical examples below, we assume s a = 20 kPa, S1 = 0, S2 = 1 and n = 2.0.
For the fluid phase, the peridynamic pore fluid potential states at material points x and x0
operating on the bonds ξ and ξ 0 respectively are defined as
Φw [ x]hξ i = p0w − pw ,

and

Φw [ x0 ]hξ 0 i = pw − p0w ,

(14)

where pw and p0w are fluid pressures at the material points x and x0 in the current
configuration, respectively. The mass flux scalar state at the material points x and x0 are determined by
the peridynamic approximation of the generalized Darcy’s Law as follows,

Qw [ x]hξ i = k p

Φ[ x]hξ i
k ξ k2


,

and

Qw [ x0 ]hξ i = k p



Φ[ x0 ]hξ 0 i
k ξ 0 k2


,

(15)

where k p is the peridynamic micro-conductivity. The peridynamic micro-conductivity is determined
by the following equation for a three-dimensional case
kp =

45 ρ0
K,
8πδ3 µ

(16)

where δ is the horizon size, ρ0 is the reference fluid density, µ is the viscosity of fluid, K is the
peridynamic bulk permeability. The latter is related to the classical permeability tensor K [ x] [54] at the
material point x as


K=

ξ K [ x] − 14 tr(K [ x]) I ξ

k ξ k2

,

(17)

where tr is the trace operator and I is the second-order identity tensor.
2.3. Damage Model
In the proposed nonlocal mathematical framework, the progressive formation of cracks is
characterized by an energy-based damage model. For the bond-based formulation of peridynamic
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theory, Silling and Askari [64] proposed a ‘critical stretch’ failure criterion for the breakage of bonds.
Cracks are initiated when the stretch of a mechanical bond between two material points x and x0
exceeds a critical value. The broken mechanical bond cannot carry any load. For the state-based
peridynamics, a similar energy-based fracture criterion was proposed [65], in which a mechanical bond
is broken and carries no bond-force when the strain energy density in the mechanical bond exceeds
a critical value. The critical energy density in a three-dimensional case can be expressed as
4E
,
πδ4

wc =

(18)

where E is the fracture energy that can be obtained empirically. Both failure criteria are adopted and
implemented through the influence function ω in the constitutive material model,
(
ω=

0

wξ ≥ wc ,

ω hξ i

Otherwise.

(19)

The contributions from the broken bond are neglected when summing force state over the horizon.
The cumulative or progressive failure that occurs at any material point is modeled using a scalar
variable called ‘damage’. The ‘damage’ variable is defined as the ratio between broken mechanical
bonds and total mechanical bonds in the horizon of the material point x as follows

R
d( x) =

Hx

R

ω hξ idVx0

Hx

dVx0

.

(20)

Damage d can take any value ranging from 0 to 1. The former indicates no mechanical bond
broken in the horizon. The latter indicates all mechanical bonds broken in the horizon.
3. Numerical Examples
In this part, we present two numerical examples of desiccation cracking in soils under
unsaturated conditions through the proposed nonlocal mathematical framework. The first example
deals with one-dimensional cracking in linearly restrained soil bar. The second example deals with
two-dimensional cracking in a thin plate soil sample. For both numerical examples in this section,
the matric suction (i.e., negative pore water pressure) in the soil specimen is assumed to vary uniformly.
Thus, the generalized nonlocal Darcy’s law in the mathematical formulation was not used in the
numerical examples presented below. In the numerical example, the interaction between the container
and the soil sample is characterized by a simple short-range force model introduced by Silling and
Askari [64]. The force density between material points at y( x0 ) and y( x) is defined as
f (y( x0 ), y( x)) =




ky( x0 ) − y( x)k
y( x0 ) − y( x)
min
0,
c
−
1
,
sh
ky( x0 ) − y( x)k
2rsh

(21)

where rsh is a critical cutoff distance beyond which the short range force vanishes and csh is a material
constant. For the following numerical examples, we assume rsh = 0.75 mm and csh = 2.5 × 108 N/m6 [66].
3.1. One-Dimensional Cracking in a Linearly Restrained Soil Bar
A simple experimental test conducted to study desiccation cracking in soil is the linearly restrained
drying of a soil bar. In this experimental test, an optimum wet soil slurry is poured into a long notched
metallic bed in the shape of a rectangular bar and then left open to the atmosphere to dry at room
temperature. As pore water evaporates, the soil undergoes volume shrinkage and the soil bar collapses
on itself. However, the soil’s inward movement is retarded by the presence of the notches which
create a restraint along the axis of the soil bed. Thus the soil sample desiccated under linear constraint
develop parallel one-dimensional cracks as water escapes the pore space by evaporating.
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Figure 2 depicts the numerical model for the linearly constrained desiccation test. The solid model
has dimensions 295 mm × 12 mm × 3 mm in the Cartesian coordinate system. In the numerical model,
the notched bed is reproduced by placing notches of 3 mm wide at equally spaced locations, as shown
in Figure 2. The problem domain is discretized into 2744 material points with an equal volume.
The horizon adopted is δ = 3 mm. The physical testing bed and the sides of the container are
rigidly fixed. The soil bed is restricted to in-plane motion only. The contact between the testing bed
and the soil sample provides a restraint on the soil sample to generate cracks. Desiccation (i.e., decrease
in water saturation) is modeled as an increase in suction (i.e., negative pore pressure) in the soil
sample. Because the soil sample is long and thin, it is assumed that the degree of saturation varies
simultaneously in the soil sample. As the desiccation process occurs, suction in the soil sample is
increased from 0 to 250 kPa over 250 equal load steps (i.e., 1 kPa per load step). The soil is assumed to
deform elastically with Young’s modulus E = 50 MPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33.

Figure 2. Numerical model that mimics the experimental desiccation test of soil. Note: the notches are
in red.

Figures 3 and 4 plot the snapshots of the contours of the damage variable and the displacement
superimposed on the deformed configuration at different loading stages, respectively. The deformation
has been amplified by a factor of 15 for clarity in both figures. Figure 5 shows a detailed view of
the final state of the soil cake with primary cracks in the domain and secondary cracks and upward
curling of the soil cake caused by restrained shrinkage. The results in Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate
the inception and propagation of cracks in the soil sample. Figure 3b shows that there is an only
settlement in the soil sample and no cracking. However, damage occurs at both ends and on the base
of the soil sample. This may be explained by the fact that desiccation induced shrinkage has caused
the soil to move away from the container walls. Figure 3c shows the occurrence of the first primary
cracks (Mode I or opening cracks). These cracks are closer to the ends of the sample. As shown in
Figure 3d two more primary cracks have formed at the load step 100, which are closer to the geometric
center of the soil sample. As the simulation progresses, the primary cracks have widened as the soil
continues to shrink, as shown in Figure 3e. Meanwhile, tiny secondary cracks have occurred near the
primary cracks, as shown in Figure 3f. At the end of the simulation, four fully propagated primary
cracks have formed with six smaller secondary cracks near the primary ones. Suction (i.e., negative
pore water pressure) upon the inception of the first crack is 90 kPa. All the primary cracks occur in
the suction ranging from 90–100 kPa. When suction continues to increase, no more primary cracks
formed. Instead, the primary cracks became wider and smaller secondary cracks initiated near the
primary ones.
All cracks observed in the final configuration are mode I cracks, which may imply that desiccation
cracking occurs as a result of recursive tensile strength mobilization [28]. The results in Figures 3 and 4
demonstrate that cracking may initiate at the base of the sample and then propagates upward to the
top boundary. Numerical studies through other numerical methods have predicted a similar behavior
of desiccation cracking in soils [36,37]. Furthermore, the primary cracks first formed in pairs at locations
near the far ends of the sample. As suction continues to increase, further shrinkage caused a pair of
cracks at the center of the soil sample in that the soil with cracks near the boundaries can deform freely
(less constraint). At the load step 180, smaller secondary cracks open in the vicinity of the primary
cracks, causing the soil to curve upwards. In summary, while the initial primary cracks propagate
through the thickness rapidly, the smaller secondary cracks propagate as well as their apertures
grow slowly over time. These results demonstrate that the proposed mathematical framework is
capable of capturing characteristics of desiccation cracks in one-dimensional desiccation cracking tests.
The laboratory testing of desiccation cracking suggests cracking initiate at the top boundary where
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the soil is exposed to the atmosphere and then propagates downward [28]. This discrepancy may be
related to the assumption of an uniform saturation variation in the soil sample.

Figure 3. Snapshots of contours of the damage variable superimposed on the deformed configuration
at 6 load steps: (a) Step 1; (b) Step 50; (c) Step 90; (d) Step 100; (e) Step 180; (f) Step 250.
Note: The deformation is amplified by a factor of 15 to highlight the formation of cracks.

Figure 4. Snapshots of contours of displacement superimposed on the deformed configuration
at 6 load steps: (a) Step 1; (b) Step 50; (c) Step 90; (d) Step 100; (e) Step 180; (f) Step 250.
Note: The deformation is amplified by a factor of 15 to highlight the formation of cracks.
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Figure 5. Zoom-in view of the cracks. Note: The deformation is amplified by a factor of 20 for clarity.

3.2. Two-Dimensional Cracking in a Thin Disc Soil Sample
Laboratory tests of desiccation cracking that have been widely conducted are the drying and
cracking of thin disc soil samples enclosed in a testbed. Several such studies were reviewed and
discussed in the introduction section of this article. In general, such experimental testing can be
outlined as follows. A thin disc of wet soils in a walled container is left open to the atmosphere for
drying. Over time, as pore water escapes through evaporation, significant negative pore water pressure
(i.e., suction) will develop in the soil sample. The increase in suction will trigger volume shrinkage and
subsequently cracking, as the soil adhesion to the container wall retards the displacement of soil grains.
In this part, we conduct numerical modeling of a disc soil sample with a diameter of 118 mm and
a thickness of 4 mm. As shown in Figure 6, the soil sample is in brown and the ring wall of the container
is in blue. The model is discretized into 23,000 material points (e.g., Voronoi cells). The particle radius
ranges from 0.5 mm to 1 mm with a median radius of 0.775 mm. The base of the plate and the wall of
the container are rigidly fixed. Given that the sample thickness is negligible compared to its diameter,
we assume that the matric suction (or the degree of saturation) changes uniformly in the soil sample
for simplicity. Thus, the desiccation process is modeled as a uniform increase in suction with a constant
rate in the soil sample. As the initial condition, the soil disc is assumed to be fully saturated. Thus the
initial suction in the soil sample is zero. As the loading protocol, suction in the domain is increased
from 0 to 40 MPa through 200 load steps with a rate of 0.2 MPa per load step. The elastic soil material
properties are Young’s modulus E = 30 MPa and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3.

Figure 6. Disc soil model for two-dimensional desiccation cracking simulation.
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Two horizons adopted for this problem are 2.2 mm and 3.0 mm, respectively. Figure 7 plots
the snapshots of the contours of the damage parameter (the fraction of broken bonds in a soil
material point’s horizon) superimposed on the deformed configuration at six load steps for
the simulation with δ = 2.2 mm. These load steps correspond to suctions of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3
and 4 MPa, respectively. The results in Figure 7 show the progressive cracking of the soil discover
the simulation time. Figure 7a shows the damage caused by desiccation first occurs inside the soil
sample instead of the edges. Figure 7b shows the first cracks are visible on the top surface of the disc.
Figure 7c demonstrate that the cracks have propagated to the edges of the sample. The results in
Figure 7d show that the crack network grows denser and are interconnected. Figure 7e,f show that the
crack network has evolved with wider and deeper cracks in the sample.

Figure 7. Snapshots of the contours of damage in the soil sample at 6 load steps (a) Step 25; (b) Step 50;
(c) Step 75; (d) Step 100; (e) Step 150; (f) Step 200, for δ = 2.2 mm. Note: The deformation is amplified
by a factor of 5 for clarity.

The experimental work [29] showed that the crack growth follows three distinct stages: (i) primary
cracks initiate and propagate to form blocks; (ii) small secondary cracks split the blocks between
primary cracks; and (iii) the cracking network stabilizes with wider crack apertures and no new
crack formation. The results in Figure 7 are consistent with these three distinct stages. For instance,
Figure 7c,d represent the results on stages (i) and (ii) and Figure 7e,f represent the results on stage (iii).
The results in Figure 7 also demonstrate that primary cracks initiate at the load step 50 (i.e., the suction
of 1 MPa) and all major cracks have formed by the loading step 75 (i.e., the suction of 1.5 MPa).
Further increase in suction causes smaller branching cracks in the soil disc. The experimental work
conducted by Peron et al. [28] confirmed the existence of two distinct domains of cracking. For instance,
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the crack network divides the problem domain into irregularly shaped polygons. Figure 7 shows that
the primary cracks have a distinct tendency to join perpendicular to each other, which is supported by
experimental studies [29,34]. Our numerical simulation may over-predict the number and intensity of
cracking of a similar soil sample experimentally tested in Reference [29] and numerically modeled in
Reference [42]. This over-prediction may be due to the fact that the matric suction is assumed to vary
uniformly in the thin soil bar.
Figure 8 shows the contours of damage in the thin soil disc at five load steps simulated with
the horizon of 3 mm and the same loading rate. Figure 8b shows that damage first occurs at the
boundary of the soil sample where it touches the wall of the container. This damage may be triggered
by the relative motion between the soil and container wall. Figure 8c,d demonstrate the inception and
propagation of damage within the soil sample. Figure 8e shows the contour of the damage at the load
step of 50. The results show the crack has fully developed. As shown in Figure 8, the first crack occurs
randomly in the soil sample, which agrees with both numerical and experimental observations of
desiccation cracking [29,42]. Comparison of results with two different horizons demonstrates that the
intrinsic length scale can be perturbed to simulate the desiccation cracking observed in the laboratory
experiment tests. In summary, the proposed mathematical framework can be applied to simulate the
formation of desiccation cracks in soils without any add-on modification of the framework, such as the
predefined propagation path of cracks.

Figure 8. Snapshots of the contours of damage in the soil sample at 5 load steps: (a) Step 1; (b) Step 20;
(c) Step 30; (d) Step 40; (e) Step 50, for δ = 3 mm. Note: The deformation is amplified by a factor of 20
for clarity.
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4. Conclusions
In this study, we apply a coupled nonlocal mathematical framework to model desiccation
cracking in unsaturated soils. The soil skeleton is modeled by a nonlocal peridynamic elastic solid.
A peridynamic equivalence of the generalized Darcy’s law is utilized to model unsaturated fluid flow.
Cracking is determined by a critical stretch between material points as well as an energy criterion.
We present numerical simulations of desiccation cracking in soil bars and thin soil discs for
one-dimensional cracks and two-dimensional crack networks, respectively. The numerical results
have demonstrated that the proposed nonlocal mathematical framework is a promising and robust
method for modeling desiccation cracking in unsaturated soils. For instance, the numerical simulations
with the proposed mathematical framework can reproduce experimentally observed characteristics
of desiccation cracking such as the existence of two distinct domains of cracking and the tendency
of cracks to occur rapidly in a narrow range of suction. Future work will focus on elastoplastic
damage with spatial variation of the degree of saturation as well as the incorporation of basic soil
expansive characteristics. The numerical experiments performed in this article are a preliminary test of
the proposed numerical methodology for modeling desiccation cracking. The numerical framework
will be further validated by the modeling of real case studies in future research.
Author Contributions: Both authors contributed equally to this study.
Funding: This financial support of this research was provided by the US National Science Foundation under
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